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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, a novel hybrid unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) concept is developed. This UAV is
capable of transitioning between VTOL, hover, and eﬃcient (ﬁxed-wing type) forward ﬂight. The
overall conﬁguration comprises a blended-wing-body, with two rotor arms mounted at the two wing
tips using span-wise shafts; the arms can rotate about the span-wise axis, and each contains two
propellers at its two ends. A conceptual design automation framework is developed, comprising mass
and balance analysis, aerodynamic analysis and optimization. Vortex Lattice Method (VLM) is used to
perform the aerodynamic analysis. Furthermore, using wind distribution models, redundancy modeling,
and probabilistic UAV airspeed constraints derived thereof, a robust design optimization formulation
is presented to explore the mission envelop ﬂexibility of this new hybrid UAV. Mixed-discrete Particle
Swarm Optimization is used to identify optimum geometry and component choices. Multiple case studies
are performed to separately maximize forward-ﬂight range and hovering endurance, subject to various
aerodynamic and geometric constraints. The range optimizations converge to distinct designs under calm,
windy, and stormy scenarios while offering promising ﬂight ranges going from 40 km to 150 km, and
the hovering optimization outcomes provide a 25 min hovering endurance subject to a 40 km round-trip
ﬂight.
© 2020 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Hybrid unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), unlike typical ﬁxedwing or multi-rotor UAVs, provide some combination of verticaltakeoff-and-landing (VTOL), hovering, and long-range/eﬃcient forward ﬂight capabilities [1]. Hybrid UAVs generally ﬂy in a ﬁxedwing aircraft conﬁguration during long distance cruising, and resort to a multi-rotor like conﬁguration when hovering or performing VTOL. The ﬂight-range of hybrid UAVs usually transcend rotary
wing or multi-rotor aircraft of the same scale. Thus, hybrid UAVs
can provide more ﬂexible mission envelopes, and ideally the capability to adapt to varying/uncertain environmental conditions to
survive or preserve operational eﬃciency. This allows hybrid UAVs
to provide functionality and performance advantages in remote humanitarian and peacekeeping applications [2,3]. A discussion of the
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performance margins of various hybrid UAV conﬁgurations can be
found in [4]. In this paper, we introduce a new hybrid UAV design that seeks to alleviate some of the key limitations of existing
hybrid conﬁgurations (such as tiltbody and tit-rotor systems); and
we provide a computational modeling and optimization framework
for conceptual design of this new hybrid UAV. The remainder of
this section presents a review of existing hybrid UAV concepts, and
summarizes the motivation for the new concept proposed here and
the speciﬁc objectives of this paper.
1.1. Existing hybrid UAV conﬁgurations
Based on the transiting mechanism and the underlying specialized structure, existing hybrid UAV designs can be classiﬁed into
three major types: tilt-body, tilt-wing, and tilt-rotor UAVs.
The tilt-body design (also known as the tail-sitter, proposed by
Stone et al. [5], and Chu et al. [6]) offers advantages such as simple
mechanical structure and fewer electronic components. The tiltbody concept generally fall behind the competition in the areas of
transition stability, power eﬃciency, and fuselage orientation.
The wing tilting design provides smooth and stable control in
most hovering, transitioning and cruising states along with high
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Table 1
Assessments of different transitioning UAV conﬁgurations.
Transition
mechanism

Tilt-body [6]
(Chu et al.)

Tilt-wing [7]
(Muraoka et al.)

Tilt-rotor [8]
(IAI Mini Panther [11])

BITU concept

Body Width
Flight Range
Max Payload
Controllability*
Resistance to Disturbance*
Drag in Cruising Flight*
Number of Actuators*
Payload Stability*

<1m
High
Low
High
Low
Low

1.38 m
High
Low
Medium
High
Low

3.5 m
50 km
2 kg
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium

3.2 m / 3.6 m†
115 km / 151 km†
2 kg
High
High
Low
Medium
Medium

*
†

Conceived characteristics based on reference publications [5–8,12]. Not measured or computed metrics.
Derived baseline design / Scenario-speciﬁc optimized design.

power eﬃciency, under calm conditions. However, The large vertical area of the wings signiﬁcantly compromises the stability and
controllability under even mild cross-wind gusts. Additionally, it
requires complex tilting mechanism that adds dead weight to
the aircraft and reduces structural strength. Muraoka et al. [7],
Cetinsoy et al. [8] and Wang et al. [9] each proposed distinctive
tilt-wing designs.
The tilt-rotor design is arguably the most widely adopted class
of transitioning conﬁguration among hybrid manned aircraft (e.g.,
the Boeing-Bell V22 “Osprey” [10]) and hybrid UAVs (e.g., IAI
Mini Panther [11], TURAC [12] and Orange Hawk [13]). Most tiltrotor designs either compromise on hovering controllability (Boeing V22) or equip redundant actuators (Mini Panther).
1.2. A new hybrid UAV concept
For hybrid platforms to provide multi-functional capabilities
and overcome the performance limitations of existing concepts, investigation of new conﬁgurations is needed. Newer conﬁgurations
should not only be able to provide signiﬁcantly improved tradeoffs between functionality, stability, controllability, and operational
eﬃciency but should also allow ease of fabrication and avoid the
use of multiple synchronized controllers (like those needed by tiltrotor UAVs). In this paper, we develop a novel tilt-rotor-arm concept that seeks to maintain high energy eﬃciency in various ﬂight
states. The proposed design adopts a Blended-Wing-Body(BWB)
shape for reduced weight and drag, which is combined with a rotating actuator system comprised of four rotors mounted pairwise
on two arms (one at each wing tip). Motivated by examples of
demonstrated robustness of the 4-rotor system under wind variations [14], BITU features no additional redundant rotors. The transition between VTOL/hover and forward ﬂight states is performed
using a mechanism that does not suffer from aerodynamic ineﬃciencies, undesirable payload rotations, and/or sensitivity to gusts
(unlike tilt-body/tilt-wing concepts) and is conceived to alleviate
the need for multiple synchronized controllers to perform the transitions (unlike tilt-rotor concepts). The new transitioning UAV is
called the BWB-Integrated Tilt-arm UAV or BITU. Table 1 provides
a conceptual comparison of our proposed BITU concept with other
existing hybrid UAV concepts. Note that some of the listed performance characteristics of BITU are based on the computed values
resulting from the work presented in this paper (e.g., body width,
ﬂight range and cruising drag), some of them are direct outcomes
of the design (e.g., # actuators), and the remaining (e.g., controllability) represent conceived characteristics. These distinctions are
clearly stated as a footnote under the table.
Owing to the niche nature of the hybrid UAV space, there is a
lack of test cases and performance benchmarks. Hence, in order to
setup feasible design targets and benchmarks, we consider the IAI
Mini-Panther [11] (an industry-leading hybrid UAV that has seen
military and commercial applications) as the reference platform.
The Mini Panther provides up to 50 km of ﬂight range with verti-

cal/rolling takeoff landing capabilities (but not sustained hovering).
The eventual design objective of BITU is thus set at providing better range and a larger mission proﬁle (e.g., sustained hovering and
range sustainability under adverse wind conditions) compared to
the Mini Panther platform. As a ﬁrst step towards that goal, this
paper presents the conceptual design study of BITU, with the aim
to meet the following broad speciﬁcations: i) a BWB that is no
wider than 3 meters; ii) an unloaded aircraft weight below 8 kg;
iii) up to 2 kg payload capacity; and iv) a range greater than 100
km. In addition, the proposed design should be able to perform
VTOL and sustained hovering.
The speciﬁc objectives of this paper can thus be summarized as:
(1) introduce the new hybrid UAV concept, BITU, and describe how
it performs VTOL, sustained hovering, and ﬁxed-wing like forward
ﬂight; (2) present a computational framework to perform conceptual design of this new hybrid UAV platform; and (3) present
simulated case studies to explore the performance potential of the
ﬁrst-generation optimized conﬁgurations of BITU. Accomplishing
these objectives calls for making the following computational contributions of interest to the hybrid UAV domain: i) We develop
an integrative mass and inertia model that accounts for the BWB
and arm sections, and is thus speciﬁc to our BITU concept. ii) We
implement a wind uncertainty model and an approach to perform (probabilistic) ﬂight reliability assessment under wind variations; this approach can be readily adopted by other researchers
in the hybrid UAV domain, to demonstrate the likely wider mission envelop of other hybrid concepts. iii) A special mixed-discrete
optimization framework is used to simultaneously optimize the
shape parameters and the component choices (and deal with the
multimodality of the criteria functions) allowing us to effectively
capture their coupled impact on range/endurance and reliability.
iv) An initial open loop controller is also developed and used
on a simpliﬁed version of the optimized aircraft conﬁguration to
demonstrate the feasibility of the transition mechanism. In addition, existing standard computational approaches are adopted to
perform the aerodynamic and propulsion analysis.
The remainder of this article is outlined as follows: Section 2
summarizes the conﬁguration and design of BITU; Section 3 develops the weight and aerodynamic analysis and modeling for
BITU, including consideration of wind uncertainties; Section 4 describes the design optimization problem formulation (including
constraints for robust design) and solution strategy; Section 5 analyzes the optimization results, and the paper ends with concluding
remarks in Section 6.
2. The BWB-integrated tilt-arm UAV (BITU) concept
2.1. Conﬁguration and transition mechanism of BITU
The baseline design of BITU features a blended-wing-body
(BWB) and a tilt-arm system mounted on the wing tips. A pair of
rotors is mounted (one on each end) on each arm. Thus, when the
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Fig. 1. CAD model (top view) of the BITU concept.

Fig. 2. Illustration of BITU’s hybrid ﬂight states.

arms are horizontal (close to the same plane as the BWB), BITU
takes the appearance of a skewed H-type quadrotor system coupled with a BWB midsection. Fig. 1 provides a CAD rendering of
this UAV design.
BITU’s BWB shape features a streamlined midsection, which is
blended with a pair of forward-swept horizontal trapezoidal wings,
with prominent blending sections in-between. The height of the
fuselage is treated as an independent design variable, and the
height-to-length ratio of the fuselage is speciﬁed to be 0.2 (during conceptual). The tail of the fuselage coincides with the trailing
edge of the wing root. The wings share one straight leading edge
line and are swept forward at trailing edges. The shape of the
wings facilitates static stability for hovering state; i.e., when the
wingtip-mounted propellers provide lift, and the center of lift coincides with the aircraft’s center of gravity. The blending section is
geometrically designed to allow a smooth transition of the surface
shape from the midsection to the wing sections and mitigate spanwise turbulence. Three airfoils (namely Eppler 325, Eppler 331 and
MH 60), suitable for a tailless aircraft such as BITU, were identiﬁed
for designing the BWB.
Thrust is provided by four rotors that are mounted on the tiltarm system. In the hovering state, the arms are kept at 0◦ w.r.t.
the horizontal (ground XY-plane), where each rotor is producing a
vertically upwards (Z-axis) thrust. In the forward ﬂight state, the
arms are at 90◦ w.r.t. the horizontal, where each rotor now serves
as a propeller providing forward thrust. Transitions from hover to
forward ﬂight (H-FF) and forward ﬂight to hover (FF-H) are respectively enabled by rotating both the rotor arms from 0◦ to 90◦ and
vice versa. BITU can also assume any intermediate state where the
arm angle is: 0◦ < φ < 90◦ . These transitions (and corresponding
BITU states) are shown in Fig. 2
The arm transitions are directly actuated by the thrust differential between the front and rear rotors on each arm, thereby
allowing a uniﬁed controller (that controls the rotors’ thrust) to ﬂy
the UAV in different states and perform transitions from one state
to another. This feature or capability is unlike most other hybrid
UAV conﬁgurations, and is expected to facilitate an unprecedented
level of ﬂexibility and controllability. In addition, not only does the

same mechanism allow transition from VTOL to forward ﬂight and
forward ﬂight to VTOL, it also allows take-off and landing in various intermediate (semi-VTOL) states. Thus, no rotors are idle in
any state (unlike tilt-rotor UAVs), facilitating optimum utilization
of these additional components.
The blended-wing-body is maintained at a low pitch angle in
all states of ﬂight, thereby enhancing ﬂight eﬃciency and stability
(unlike tilt-wing designs). The payload is not subjected to any form
of undesirable rotations (unlike tilt-body UAVs).
We also created and used in the conceptual design of BITU a
database of batteries, motors and propellers. The candidate batteries, motors and propellers are listed in separate tables in the
Appendix A.
2.2. Overview of BITU conceptual design framework
A modeling and optimization framework has been developed to
explore the feasibility and investigate the performance potential of
the BITU concept. Within the modeling portion of the conceptual
design process, we perform a combination of analytical property
estimation, Vortex-Lattice Method based aerodynamic analysis, and
modeling of the effect of wind uncertainties, that together serve
as the tool for performance assessment. Within the optimization
portion of the conceptual design process, we derive a problem
formulation for robust design optimization of BITU (under wind
uncertainties) and use an advanced mixed-discrete Particle Swarm
Optimization implementation [15] to solve this problem. Further
descriptions of the modeling and optimizations frameworks are
provided in the next two sections.
3. Aerodynamic performance modeling of BITU
The BITU performance modeling framework consists of four
models: weight and balance, aerodynamics, ﬂight state estimation,
and wind uncertainty models. Fig. 3 provides a ﬂowchart showing
the components of the modeling framework. The following subsections will describe each of these models in more detail.
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Fig. 3. Aerodynamic performance modeling framework for BITU.

Fig. 4. Discretized weight and inertia estimation with weight balancing. (For interpretation of the colors in the ﬁgure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

3.1. Weight and balance model
The weight and balance model provides estimations of the mass
(m) and the moment of inertia (L). Our native numerical model is
found to be computationally more eﬃcient and more amenable to
inclusion within the overall batch processing framework needed
by the design automation process, while providing acceptable precision (compared to a CAD model). The analytical weight and balance model considers the aircraft to be comprised of 9 major components: midsection skin (the fuselage), wing sections skin, spars
ribs internal to the BWB, rotating shafts, mounting arms, motors,
battery, and payload. Detailed properties and parameters are listed
in Table 11 in Appendix. Additional design details are described in
article [16,17].
3.1.1. Blended-wing-body (BWB)
The BWB consists of the midsection skin, the wing skin, and
ribs and spars that form the internal structure. The weight and
inertia of the skin are determined by numerical surface integration, assuming a meshgrid approach. The discretization and the
corresponding approach to estimating the weight and inertia of
the BWB is illustrated in Fig. 4, which also shows characteristics
of the static stability considerations. The moment of inertia of the
wing section skin is computed w.r.t. the aircraft’s proposed center of gravity, which is located at 25% of the mean aerodynamic

chord. In order to compute the weight/inertial contribution of the
internal structure of the BWB (namely the ribs and spars), they are
assumed to be made of balsawood.
3.1.2. Tilt-arm rotor system
The X-axis (chord-wise) location of the shaft is such that the
thrust provided by the propulsion system coincides with the aircraft’s center of gravity. In other words, the extension line of the
two shafts passes through the proposed center of gravity of the
whole aircraft. The weight and inertia estimation of the propulsion system is straightforward, due to the regular geometry of the
shafts and arms, and the manufacturer-speciﬁed weight of the motors.
3.1.3. Battery, payload and weight balance
The battery and payload are positioned inside the midsection
of the BWB. A payload capacity of 2 kg is speciﬁed for BITU. Optimal battery sizing is known to play a critical role in regulating
the weight and endurance of the aircraft [18]. In the case of BITU,
battery sizing is an outcome of the battery selection process undertaken during conceptual design. The center of gravity of the
complete aircraft is adjusted by altering the location of the battery and the payload, such that the center of the thrust coincides
with the aircraft’s center of gravity.
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The empty aircraft’s center of gravity depends on the geometry
and component positions inside. Here, it’s computed in an inverse
problem solving manner. The ideal longitudinal location of the center of gravity (CoG) is determined via an optimization search that
minimizes the aircraft’s moment of inertia. The unbalanced moment of inertia is then compensated by adjusting the position of
the battery and the payload.
3.2. Wind condition model
Weather effects, especially wind conditions, have a substantial
impact on the performance of low-speed UAVs such as BITU. Interestingly, the operational ﬂexibility of hybrid UAVs, attributed to
the multiple states they can assume, provides the opportunity to
consider tangible operation in a greater variety of wind conditions
than that possible with similar sized ﬁxed wing or multi-rotor aircraft. Exploring this opportunity calls for the use of wind condition
models when studying the ﬂight performance of the UAV. However, explicitly modeling wind conditions is not common in the
ﬁeld of small UAV design, and examples of considering wind conditions in analyzing hybrid UAVs are almost non-existent. Hence,
a wind condition model is introduced here to represent variable
ﬂight conditions, and to provide guidance on design robustness. At
this conceptual stage, we are studying the impact of wind variations mainly on the aerodynamics ﬂight performance of the aircraft; impact on the aircraft’s structure or ﬂight dynamics is considered to be outside of the scope of the conceptual design process
presented in this paper.
Our wind condition model is based on the format in which
weather data is reported and archived by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The NOAA weather data
format [19] consists of three key parameters: the average wind
speed U w , the average wind direction θ w and the gust speed
U gu . The gust, U gu ≥ 0, is deﬁned as a sudden increase in wind
speed. These three parameters can be directly considered for ﬂight
analysis, where the wind speed and direction directly impact the
ﬂight orientation and the ground speed, and the gust impacts the
ﬂight stability. Leveraging the data format from NOAA, the wind
condition model is deﬁned probabilistically in terms of the distribution of wind speed and wind direction. For the former, we use a
Weibull distribution function, which is commonly used for representing wind speed distributions within the atmospheric boundary
layer in wind energy researches [20,21] (that encompasses BITU’s
ﬂying altitude); this is given by:

p (U ) =

k  v k−1

λ λ

   
k
U
exp −
λ

(1)

where λ and k are Weibull parameters, which can be determined
by solving the following set of nonlinear equations.

U w = λ(

k−1
k

1
k

) ,

 
 
U gu k
1 − exp −
= 0.95
λ

(2)

where U w is the average wind speed, and it is indicated that in
95% of the cases a random gust will not exceed U gu .
To analyze the ﬂight performance with this wind distribution
model, we sample the distribution shown in Eq. (1) under given
values of U w and U gu . A Monte-Carlo sampling and reliability
analysis procedure is applied to determine the reliability of ﬂight
speed with respect to wind conditions, where a minimum reliable
air speed of the aircraft is given by:

V rel = max( V cr , U w sin(θ w − π /2) +  , V st + U i − μ)

(3)

Fig. 5. Sketch of AVL loading estimations.

Here U i is a generic wind speed sample, and  and μ are respectively the ground speed tolerance and airspeed tolerance. In Eq. (3),
V cr and V st represent the aircraft’s typical cruising speed and stall
speed, respectively. These parameters will be further described in
Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
In the design framework, 200 samples of U re are generated to
represent the wind uncertainty during a mission, and the overall
reliability of BITU’s airspeed is required to be no less than 99%.
This can be expressed as a probability as:

p ( V ≥ V rel ) ≥ 0.99

(4)

where V is the actual cruising airspeed of BITU, and V rel is given
by Eq. (3).
In the case of the ﬂight speed deemed unreliable, BITU, as a
ﬂexible hybrid UAV, can perform drastic evasive actions (e.g., transitioning into hybrid semi-hover ﬂight state). A redundancy/safety
parameter, namely backup battery capacity C B , is introduced to account for the extra energy consumption that might be required to
perform emergency maneuvers in response to such (short-term)
highly adverse wind conditions experienced during a mission. It
is practical to consider that if adverse conditions persist beyond a
short time period, BITU (and for that matter, most existing small
UAVs) will need to abort the mission or risk catastrophic failure.
3.3. Computational aerodynamics model
The aerodynamic model for BITU’s conceptual design considers steady-state forward ﬂight under diverse wind conditions. We
incorporate well-established [22] medium ﬁdelity computational
aerodynamics methods [23,24] in the analysis and design framework. More speciﬁcally, the following computational aerodynamic
tools are investigated with regards to modeling feasibility and interfacing with our MATLAB-based performance modeling and conceptual design framework: AVL [25], QuadAir [26], Xfoil [27], and
XFLR5 [28]. AVL and Xfoil are chosen to serve as the primary aerodynamic tools for analyzing the performance of the BWB (Fig. 5).
AVL [25] uses 3D vortex lattice method [23] to simulate ﬂow
around three dimensional bodies comprised of ﬂat vortex panels.
Xfoil [27] is a computational tool for 2D potential ﬂow prediction.
Since their inception in early 2000s, AVL and Xfoil have been popularly used for conceptual analysis [29], small aircraft design [25],
and UAV design [30]. VLM methods such as in AVL assumes an
incompressible, irrotational, and inviscid ﬂow. These assumptions
limit it to estimating only lift and induced drag. In order to account for viscous effects and ﬂow separation, and compute the
viscous drag, we use Xfoil. The drag estimations of AVL and Xfoil
are aggregated to compute the total drag.
For a given candidate geometry, approximated models of the
BWB, comprising a set of 2D panels, are generated automatically. A
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air speed is no less than the stalling speed subject to a tolerance,
i.e., V st − μ, when the UAV experiences a gust. In the paper, we
set  = 12 m/s and μ = 2.8 m/s. Thus, the ground speed of the
aircraft can be expressed as

V gr =

Fig. 6. Sketch of the leading edge of the AVL aerodynamic model featuring the
blending area. The different color bars represent a series of trapezoidal panels.

practical best trade-off panel density is determined for VLM modeling by studying its impact on computational cost and accuracy
[17]. The VLM model of the BWB is represented by a series of
trapezoidal panels, as shown in Fig. 6. Weight and inertia properties obtained by the weight and balance model are also embedded
into the VLM model. Xfoil and AVL are then applied to compute
vital aerodynamic parameters for ﬂight envelope construction. For
each design candidate, AVL provides the reference wing surface
area (S re f ), and the lift (C L ) and induced drag (C D ) coeﬃcient
curves. Numerical corrections are applied to the above parameters
for viscous drag (given by Xfoil), reliability and redundancy considerations. Based on the parameters deﬁned above, the aerodynamic
model computes the minimum cruising speed, (V st ), typical cruising speed, (V cr ), and minimum turning radius, (R tr ). In our initial
analysis [16], it was found that Xfoil and AVL tend to underestimate the total drag, and hence the net drag coeﬃcient is multiplied by a correction parameter, C 1 > 1.
The minimum cruising speed V st , is bounded at the stall speed
for a speciﬁc high angle of attack, A. We deﬁne A = 5◦ to be conservative, where the stall speed can be found from the following
lift/weight force balance expression:

mg =

1
2

ρ · V st2 · S re f · C L | A =5◦

(5)

where m is the takeoff weight of the aircraft, g = 9.81 m2 /s, and
ρ is the air density.
The typical cruising speed V cr is then deﬁned as the speed at
which the UAV can perform a turn at a minimum turning radius
without gaining or losing altitude. In this context, the maximum
bank angle θ is conservatively limited to 45◦ . Hence the weightlift balance during a turn can be expressed as

mg
cos(θ)

1

2
= ρ · V cr
· S re f · C L | A =5◦

2

(6)

The outcomes of the above-described aerodynamic model serves
as inputs to the ﬂight state-speciﬁc performance analysis models
discussed next.
3.4. Forward ﬂight state model
The end goal of the forward ﬂight state model is to provide a
robust estimation of the cruising ﬂight range, and this is performed
in three steps: estimating the actual ground speed, estimating the
power consumption, and estimating the range. First, the actual
cruising air speed is estimated according to the ﬂight envelope and
the wind condition. Instead of setting the actual cruising air speed
to be equal to the typical cruising speed, V cr , a robust cruising air
speed V rel is deﬁned in Eq. (3). This deﬁnition ensures the ground
speed (V gr ) of BITU is no less than a tolerance speed  , and the

V rel

· sin−1

sin θ w

U 
w

V rel

sin θ w

(7)

with the robust cruising air speed (V rel ) and average wind speed
(U w ) parameters deﬁned in Section 3.2.
Following the estimation of the cruising air speed V , the angle
of attack ( A), the lift and drag coeﬃcients (C L , C D ) are determined
accordingly. The total thrust force of the four propellers in the forward ﬂight state, F F , can then be given by the thrust/aerodynamic
drag balance assumption, i.e.,

FF =

1
4

·

CD
CL

mg

(8)

where the mass m is the total takeoff mass, which includes a payload m L .
Since the ﬂight states are balanced by weight balancing and
trimming, the thrust of each propeller is a quarter of the total
thrust. Based on the classical momentum theory (also called the
disk actuator theory) [31,32]), the power consumption of a single
propeller in cruising state, P F , is estimated by the following equation:

PF =

1
2


FF V

2F F
SA

V2

ρ

+1

2


+1

1

η

(9)

In Equation (9), S A is the area of the propeller disk, ρ is air density (here ρ = 1.200 kg.m−3 ); and η is the propulsion eﬃciency in
forward ﬂight as given by the following approximation:

η=

δ + C2

(10)

V + C3

where δ is the pitch of the selected propeller. C 2 and C 3 are tuning
constants such that for a high pitch propeller; it was estimated
that η ≈ 50% when V = 25 m/s, and η ≈ 40% when V = 40 m/s.
Note that the ﬁnal output offered by the above equations is the
power consumption of a single propeller, and thus the total power
consumption in forward ﬂight state is 4 times of that given by
Equation (9).
Using the estimated power consumption and assuming that no
hovering is performed, the (ﬁxed-wing state) forward ﬂight endurance, T F , can be expressed as

TF =

Cc C B − C R
4P F

(1 − τ )

(11)

where C B represents the rated battery capacity, C R represents
the battery capacity reserved for takeoff, landing and transitions
(C R = 5 watt hours), and C c is the battery discharge ratio which
is ﬁxed at 0.95. The term (1 − τ ), where 0 < τ << 1, is used to
implement a ﬁnal correction to allow for emergency maneuvers.
Based on the ﬂight endurance (T F ) and the ground speed (V gr ),
the cruising range R F is given by

R F = V gr · T F

(12)

Note that the above formulation represents the upper bound of the
forward ﬂight range under given wind conditions; any mission that
involves a non-zero period of hovering, the actual forward ﬂight
endurance and range is going to be smaller than that respectively
given by Eq. (11) and (12).
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3.5. VTOL model

4. Optimization of BITU under wind condition uncertainties

The VTOL model is used to estimate the power consumption in
hovering ﬂights and determine the hovering endurance for the design candidates of BITU. A similar modeling process was used by
Gatti et al. [33] in optimizing the endurance of multi-rotor aircraft.
In our hovering state model, a simpliﬁed formulation of power
consumption P H is used, where

4.1. Redundancy-based approach to robust design

PH =

 F 3  12
H
2ρ S A

·

1

(13)

ηH

In the above equation, F H = 14 mg represents the thrust required
from each propeller during hovering. The eﬃciency coeﬃcient of
the hovering state, η H , is adjusted according to the choice of parts
and maintained within a practical range between 35% and 50%.
Based on a similar formulation as above, the power consumption during takeoff (of a single propeller) given by:

PT =

 ( 1.5mg )3  12
4

2ρ S A

·

1

(14)

ηH

with the conservative assumption that the vertical take-off thrust
should be ∼1.5 times of the aircraft weight.
For an actual mission, where BITU needs to ﬂy or cover a distance (via ﬁxed-wing like forward ﬂight) of R F ,act , the theoretical
estimate of hovering endurance is given by

TH =

(C c C B − C R ) (1 − τ ) − 4P F ( R F ,act / V gr )
4P H

(15)

3.6. Additional performance characteristics
In addition to the main quantities of interest, other vital performance features include: 1) Unladen Mass, 2) Empty-Weight/GrossWeight Ratio, 3) Battery-Weight/Gross-Weight Ratio, 4) Turning
Radius (cruising ﬂight), 5) Maximum Climbing Rate, 6) Takeoff
Power Consumption, and 7) Cruising Power Consumption.
The unladen mass and weight ratios can be directly estimated
by the weight and balance model (presented in Section 3.1).
As a VTOL aircraft with suﬃcient power reserve, it is reasonable to estimate the minimum turning radius corresponding to the
maximum bank angle of β = 45◦ at the typical cruising speed V cr ;
this is given by:

rt =

2
V cr

(16)

sin β · g

The maximum climbing rate of BITU is challenging to compute
at this conceptual stage, since BITU is a hybrid concept where the
thrusts can be pointed in variable directions. Here, the maximum
climbing rate is estimated in the pure cruising ﬂight state, at the
maximum speed of V max = 40 m/s. To this end, ﬁrst we estimate
the maximum thrust at speed F m (based on Equation (9)) and the
respective drag force F d (estimated using the aerodynamics model
from Section 3.3). The maximum climbing angle α can then be
computed as:

α = arcsin

Fm − F s
mg

(17)

The maximum climbing rate V v is then given by:

V v = V max cos α

(18)

The above described performance features are estimated for the
optimized designs obtained under the different ﬂight scenarios,
and later listed in Table 4.

7

Contemporary research in UAVs most often focus on ﬂight mechanics, control and autonomy. Studies on robust design remains
limited. In this paper, we have taken two practical approaches
to robust design of BITU, with the aim to establish reliable measures of performance and facilitate performance feasibility in various wind conditions. These two approaches, namely Monte Carlo
sampling (to allow stochastic constraints) and redundancy factors
for conservative estimations, are implicit in the modeling and design framework of BITU (portion of which has been described in
Section 3). In this section, we further elaborate on the parameters associated with these two approaches to robust design, before
moving onto describing the design optimization scenarios.
In the ﬁrst approach, we use Monte-Carlo sampling derived
from the probabilistic wind condition model (Section 3.2). A set
of 200 samples of U re is generated for each ﬂight and used to set
up a constraint that the overall ﬂight reliability P V must be no less
than 99%.
With regards to modeling redundancies, there are limited pertinent references to go by, w.r.t. unmanned aircraft of similar size
or conﬁgurations. Hence, the modeling redundancies use heuristics based on experience with RC (radio controlled) airplanes [34]
and references on general aviation aircraft. The weight and balance
model is conﬁgured with corrections derived from such heuristics
and numerical experiments. To mitigate the possibility of underestimating the takeoff weight, it is increased by 1 kg, considered in
the form of additional payload m L (1 kg is added to the payload
during the modeling process).
The remaining redundancies are incorporated using correction
parameters. The correction parameter C 1 is introduced to tune
up the drag, and C 2 and C 3 are introduced to tune down the
propulsion system eﬃciency to reasonable ranges (typically obtained with off-the-shelf systems). From our experience with RC
gliding ﬂights, common RC airplanes achieve lift/drag ratios between 12 (scale RC kits of passenger planes [35]) and 20 (ultralight
gliders [36]). With respect to the aerodynamic eﬃciency of the
BWB shape of BITU, C 1 is conservatively tuned such that the maximum lift/drag ratio is around 19. For RC airplanes ﬂying at speeds
between 15 m/s and 20 m/s, the propulsion system net eﬃciency
is around 50% (take a popular training RC plane model as example
[37]). The propulsion eﬃciency of BITU is assumed to be slightly
higher because dedicated propeller choices are considered. In the
case of using high pitch propeller, C 2 and C 3 are tuned to maintain
about 50% eﬃciency under 25 m/s cruising airspeed, and about
40% under 40 m/s cruising airspeed. Battery discharge eﬃciency
C 4 is also limited to ensure redundancy. Since there are no practical battery-powered general aviation aircraft for reference, we refer
to RC models that can generally use 80% to 95% of the capacity of
a fully charged battery. The battery discharge eﬃciency of BITU is
thus assumed to be 95% (at par with the DJI Matrice [38]) due to
the larger-than-usual battery capacity of BITU and low discharge
rate required during the forward ﬂight state. Additionally, a reserve
energy C R of 5 watt-hours is subtracted from the available battery
capacity to represent the power consumed during takeoff, landing,
and transitions.
The redundancy-based strategy is also applied during the ﬂight
state modeling. Firstly, the minimum cruising speed V st is estimated conservatively by limiting the maximum angle of attack A
to 5◦ . When estimating the actual cruising speed V , redundancy
parameters  and μ are introduced. Here,  is the minimum required ground speed under any ﬂyable wind conditions, and is
speciﬁed to be 12 m/s. Here, μ controls the airspeed drop tolerance under a gust, which is tuned such that the tolerance is
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Table 2
Wind scenarios.
Scenario

Wind speed
(U w )

Wind direction
(θ w )

Calm
Windy
Storm

5 m/s
10 m/s
20 m/s

0 to
0 to
0 to

π
π
π

Gust
(U gu )

Backup battery capacity
(C B )

5 m/s
10 m/s
20 m/s

1%
2%
10%

where the deﬁnition of typical ﬂight range and worst-case ﬂight
range are used. The typical ﬂight range f rt is deﬁned as the model
predicted ﬂight range under cross-wind conditions, as given by

R F t = R F |θ w = π

(19)

2

The worst-case ﬂight range f rm is deﬁned as the ﬂight range under
persistent head-wind conditions, as given by

R F w = R F |θ w = π

(20)

Fig. 7. Flight mission proﬁles used to evaluate the performance of the BITU concept.

4.3. Optimization problem formulation

2.8 m/s below the minimum cruising speed V st . The value of μ
is designed to allow slight stall, partly due to the envisioned high
maneuverability and power reserve of BITU, and partly since it is
impractical to maintain an unnecessarily high speed at cruising. Finally, during power consumption estimation, the backup capacity
is modeled as a fraction τ to cover instances that require sudden
power demand surges for maneuvers.

For the cargo delivery mission, design optimization of BITU is
performed to determine the geometric parameters and component
choices that maximize the cruising range (under “forward-ﬂight
state” (Fig. 2)), subject to various weight, geometric, aerodynamic,
and wind condition-related constraints. For the monitoring scenario, design optimization is performed to maximize the hovering
endurance used for monitoring a site that is located 40 km away
from the base (here the cruising ﬂight performed to execute the
round-trip is assumed to occur under calm conditions). The geometry of BITU is deﬁned in terms of nine continuous variables. Other
design variables include the choice of airfoil for the BWB wing sections, and the choice of the following components: battery, motor,
and propeller type. The choices are treated as integer-coded variables. The last variable (not concerned with the physical design
of BITU) used in optimization is the nominal cruising ﬂight speed.
Thus, we have a total of 10 continuous and 4 integer variables.
These design variables and their bounds are listed in Table 3.
Given the presence of mixed variables and the nonlinear nature of the objective functions and some of the constraints, the
design optimization problems can each be formulated as singleobjective mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problems,
as deﬁned below.

4.2. Aerodynamic optimization scenarios for BITU
Two ﬂight missions (cargo delivery and on-point monitoring),
leading to four optimization scenarios, are established to explore
the performance of the BITU concept. The ﬁrst mission is designed
to be a long range cruising ﬂight, where BITU carries a 2 kg payload to be delivered at a distant destination (this mission is illustrated in Fig. 7a). With respect to this delivery mission, the design
objective is to maximize the ﬂight range. The second mission is designed to be a round-trip ﬂight, where BITU is required to perform
on-point monitoring (via hovering) at a destination location 40 km
away from the base location, and is required to carry a 1 kg monitoring equipment payload (this mission is illustrated in Fig. 7b).
With respect to the monitoring mission, the design objective is to
maximize the total time of monitoring (i.e., hovering endurance
on top of a 40 km round-trip ﬂight). Note that both scenarios require VTOL (e.g., attributed to minimal infrastructure and spatial
clearance available at the launch/destination points); and only the
monitoring mission requires hovering. In Fig. 7, the term “cruising”
indicates forward ﬂight in the ﬁxed-wing like state.
For the cargo delivery mission, three wind scenarios are established with reference to NOAA conventions [39]: “calm”, “windy”
and “storm”. The calm scenario represents normal weather condition with mild breeze, the windy scenario represents a strong
wind condition that could trigger a high wind warning, and the
storm scenario represents the weather conditions during a tropical storm. Only the calm scenario is considered for the on-point
monitoring mission. The calm and windy scenarios are commonly
encountered in practice and commercial-scale Class 1 UAVs (suitable for low speed low altitude ﬂight) can typically handle such
scenarios; in contrast, the storm scenario presents unique ﬂying
challenges to small UAVs in the class of BITU. Wind parameters for
each of the three scenarios are listed in Table 2. Distinct missions
and wind conditions are used here to understand the resulting design trade-offs and geometrical implications, while also judging the
ﬂexibility of BITU’s ﬂight envelope.
To consider the inﬂuence of variable wind direction for all three
scenarios, we instead take a typical and worst case perspective,



Maximize:

f (X) = R Ft

[cargo delivery scenarios]

f (X) = T H

[on-point monitoring scenario]

Subject to:
2x2

< x5 [Fuselage Size Constraint],
5(x3 + 1)
x1 − x4
x6 <
[Blending Area Size Constraint],
2
r p = r p (x14 ) < x7 [Shaft Length Constraint],
2r p (x14 ) < x9 [Arm Length Constraint],

m ≤ 12 kg [Takeoff Mass Constraint],
V st ≤ 30 m/s [Minimum Speed Constraint],
1
P F ≤ P C (x13 ) [Power Output Constraint 1],
2
P H ≤ P C (x13 ) [Power Output Constraint 2],
p ( V ≥ V rel ) ≥ 0.99 [Flight Reliability Constraints],

[x1 , · · · , x10 ] ∈ R10 and [x11 , · · · , x14 ] ∈ Z4 ,
X L ≤ [x1 , · · · , x14 ] T ≤ X U [see Table 3 for variable bounds]
(21)
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Table 3
Design variables types and bounds.
Notation Variable

Lower bound Upper bound Variable type
( XU )
(XL)

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11 *
x12 *
x13 *
x14 *

1.0 m
0.15 m
0.3
0.1 m
0.1 m
0.1 m
0.2 m
0.1 m
0.5 m
20.0 m/s
1
1
1
1

*

Wingspan
Average Chord
Taper Ratio
Width of Fuselage
Height of Fuselage
Blending Width
Shaft Outer Length
Shaft Embedded Length
Arm Length
Flight Speed (V )
Airfoil Type
Battery Type
Motor Type
Propeller Type

3.0 m
1.00 m
1.0
0.5 m
0.3 m
0.5 m
0.6 m
0.3 m
0.8 m
50.0 m/s
3
6
4
7

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer

See Table 7–10 in Appendix for further information.

Here, the cargo delivery objective function is computed using
Eq. (19). The on-point monitoring objective function is computed
using Eq. (15), subject to an actual cruising range of R F ,act = 80
km (round-trip ﬂight to a location 40 km away from base). In Eq.
(21), r p represents the propeller radius, P C and P F respectively
represent the maximum continuous power of the motor and the
actual cruising power.
4.4. Optimization method and settings
For exploration purposes, initially a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) approach, using MATLAB’s built-in implementation, was applied to solve the optimization problem (Eq. (21))
with ﬁxed values of the discrete variables. With different starting
points, the SQP solver converged to different local optima (indicating multi-modal nature of the problem); the results obtained
by SQP were also signiﬁcantly inferior to those obtainable with
our primary solver, a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm.
More speciﬁcally, we leveraged the mixed-discrete Particle Swarm
Optimization or MDPSO algorithm by Chowdhury et al. [15] to
solve the optimization problem under the different scenarios. This
MDPSO algorithm has been reported to solve highly complex single
and multi-objective MINLP problems in the domains of wind farm
design and modular UAV design. Here, we set up the population
size as 100 and the maximum allowed number of iterations as 150
(thus a maximum of ∼15,000 function evaluation was allowed).
Parameter settings used here for the MDPSO solver are listed in
Table 12 in the Appendix.
A total of four optimization scenarios are studied, including
cargo delivery missions under the calm, windy and storm conditions and the on-point monitoring mission. Five optimization trials
are executed for each scenario, in order to account for the stochastic nature of the solver. The overall design and optimization framework is developed using MATLAB, and these optimization trials are
executed on a workstation with Intel i7 6700hq CPU and 16 GB
RAM.
5. BITU design optimization: results and discussion
5.1. Performance and design choices
All of the 20 trials across the four scenarios converged successfully under the given termination tolerance (Table 12 in the
Appendix). Fig. 8 shows the convergence histories of the best optimization run for each scenario. Details of the computational cost of
optimization for each scenario is given in Table 13. The storm scenario (observed to be the least time consuming) took 2.23 hours
and 2700 function evaluations to converge, while the calm scenario

Fig. 8. Optimization convergence history.

(observed to be the most time consuming) took 5.13 hours and
6600 function evaluations to converge. Among the 5 optimization
trials corresponding to the calm scenario, the average optimized
range is found to be 148.2 km, and the standard deviation is 1915
m. Across the trials for windy and storm scenarios, the respective
average and standard deviation in the optimized range are 105.1
km and 2176 m, and 45.20 km and 1894 m. As for the monitoring mission scenario trials, the average and standard deviation in
monitoring endurance are 13 m 45 s and 0.15 s. The best outcome
among all trials, under each mission scenario, is chosen to be the
best optimum design for that scenario, and is further discussed
here. The best optimum designs of BITU for cargo delivery under
the calm, windy, and storm scenarios respectively provide ﬂight
ranges of 151.6 km, 108.1 km, and 46.9 km. The best optimum
design for on-point monitoring provides a maximum hovering endurance of 13.6 minutes (under a 40+40 km round-trip), which
translates to a 127.5 km cruising range if no hovering is performed.
Top views of the geometry of the best optimum design in each
scenario are shown in Fig. 9. The optimum design attributes are
summarized in Table 4. In Table 4, the upper portion lists the design variables of the four optimum designs, and the lower portion
shows the performance of each design under all different wind and
mission scenarios. The maximum ﬂight range and the hovering endurance of the four optimum design are also illustrated in Fig. 10.
The four optimum UAVs feature certain similarities and certain
interesting differences. The BWB of all the four designs exhibit
relatively large (wingspan between 2.4 to 3 m), delta-wing-like
shapes (with the same optimum taper ratio of 0.3). Despite the
large BWB size, the midsection size of the optimum UAV designs
is small. All of the four designs use the largest battery, in favor of
the high capacity offered by it.
Analysis of the major design differences among the four optimum UAV designs provides insights into the observed performance-
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Fig. 9. 3D sketch of the optimal designs obtained for the 4 scenarios.

related trade-offs. The calm scenario UAV has a signiﬁcantly
smaller blending area (0.1 m width), compared to the other designs (∼0.5 m width). Uniquely, the storm scenario UAV design has
a wingspan that (at 2.45 m) is ∼half a meter shorter than those of
the other three designs, and uses a thicker wing airfoil (Epp 331)
and a smaller propeller. The on-point monitoring scenario design
(that optimizes for hovering endurance subject to a range constraint) has an average chord length (0.15 m) that is considerably

smaller than those of the other UAV designs, while incorporating
the largest propeller type among the four designs.
An analysis of the resulting performance metrics (quantities of
interest) provides further insights into the shared and unique features of the four UAV designs. Note that post-optimization, the
optimum designs resulting from each scenario is subjected to the
mission speciﬁcations/conditions of the other scenarios, and those
results are summarized in Table 4, in order to facilitate a more insightful comparative analysis. The simulation results w.r.t. the calm
wind scenario show that the four optimum UAV designs reach signiﬁcant ﬂight ranges, varying from 127 km to 151 km. Even under
the storm scenario, the UAV designs can provide at least 38.9 km
ﬂight range. While the hovering endurance achieved by each optimum design when subjected to the on-point monitoring scenario
might appear modest, note that this mission requires a 40 km
round-trip ﬂight in addition to the hovering portion of the mission. To summarize, the four UAV designs optimized for different
conditions and missions are capable of executing missions in each
others’ scenario, thereby reﬂecting the inherent ﬂight ﬂexibility of
the BITU concept.
To get a better understanding of the signiﬁcance of the performance of the (optimized) BITU concept, we compared its simulated
capabilities with that of the Mini-Panther and two other popular commercial platforms (in the same size class, and considering
the same payload capacity of 2 kg). The other two UAVs include a
quad-copter, DJI Matrice 200 [38], and a tail-less ﬁxed-wing, X-UAV
Xiaoniu [40]. A conservatively approximated BITU baseline design
(based on the optimized designs, introduced later in Section 5.2)

Table 4
Optimal UAV designs obtained in the test scenarios.
Category

Parameter

Calm scenario
optimum UAV

Windy scenario
optimum UAV

Storm scenario
optimum UAV

Hovering mission
optimum UAV

Wing

Wingspan (m)
Average Chord (m)
Taper Ratio

2.934
0.317
0.300

3.000
0.224
0.300

2.449
0.284
0.300

3.00
0.150
0.300

Midsection

Body Width (m)
Body Height (m)
Blending (m)

0.100
0.117
0.108

0.100
0.120
0.495

0.100
0.144
0.500

0.100
0.100
0.500

Tilt Arm

Exposed Shaft Length (m)
Embedded Shaft Length (m)
Arm Length (m)

0.595
0.231
0.501

0.203
0.300
0.776

0.387
0.100
0.600

0.200
0.300
0.784

Categorical
Parameters

Airfoil Type
Battery Type
Motor Type
Propeller Type

MH 60
6
4
5

MH 60
6
4
5

Epp 331
6
2
2

MH 60
6
3
7

Base
Properties

Unladen Mass (kg)
Empty Weight/Gross Weight Ratio
Battery Weight/Gross Weight Ratio
Turning Radius (Cruising) (m)
Max Climbing Rate (loaded) (m/s)
Takeoff Power (W) (Eq. (14))
Cruising Power (W) (Eq. (9)

6.87
77.4%
21.8%
48.4
8.68
1672
193

5.71
74.1%
25.1%
52.3
10.24
1672
212

6.12
75.4%
23.8%
59.7
>15
1820
248

4.80
70.6%
28.4%
63.0
>15
1600
237

Max Hovering Endurance

17 m 30 s

22 m 13 s

17 m 42 s

31 m 12 s

Performance in
Monitoring Mission

Hovering
Endurance

7 m 45 s

9 m 38 s

6 m 54 s

13 m 39 s

Performance in
Calm Scenario

Typical Range (km)
Minimum Range (km)
Cruising Speed (m/s)

151.6
116.8
21.78

142.4
110.9
22.66

130.3
103.1
24.20

127.5
103.4
24.86

Performance in
Windy Scenario

Typical Range (km)
Minimum Range (km)
Cruising Speed (m/s)

103.3
65.8
26.29

108.1
67.9
25.60

96.7
63.9
28.35

93.3
63.6
28.20

Performance in
Storm Scenario

Typical Range (km)
Minimum Range (km)
Cruising Speed (m/s)

43.4
21.8
37.29

40.9
20.9
38.06

46.9
23.0
37.27

38.9
21.4
38.40
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Fig. 10. Comparison on the performances of the four optimum design UAVs under various conditions.
Table 5
Comparing a BITU baseline with existing UAV platforms of similar size class.
Aircraft

Width

MTOW

Flight range

Hovering endurance

In-air endurance

DJI M200
X-UAV Xiaoniu
Mini-Panther
BITU (baseline)

716 mm (diagonal)
2200 mm
3000 mm
3000 mm

6.14 kg
12.0 kg
12.0 kg
8.5 kg

20 km
200 km
50 km
115 km

24 min
25 min

24 min
3.0 hours
1.0 hour
1.5 hours

Table 6
Parameters of the baseline UAV design.
Design Attributes
Wingspan
2.600 m

Average chord
0.260 m

Taper ratio
0.5

Body length
0.500 m

Blending
0.500 m

Arm length
0.750 m

Airfoil
MH60 - MH46

Battery
355 wh

Motor
910 W

Propeller
8 x 8 inch

Minimum
cruising speed
14.0 m/s

Typical
cruising speed
23.7 m/s

Max ﬂight
range
115 km

Worst-case
ﬂight range
15.0 km

Shaft length
0.010 m

Performance Metrics
Unladen mass
5.80 kg

is to be in comparison with the three commercial UAVs. Properties
of the aircraft compared are listed in Table 5.
The BITU prototype aircraft provides a (sole) hovering endurance that is on par with the hovering endurance of the DJI
Matrice, while being able to achieve a cruising range somewhere
in between that of the Mini-Panther and the X-UAV (and significantly greater than that of the Matrice). In addition, the BITU’s
estimated maximum take-off weight (MTOW) is also about midway between the Matrice and the other two UAVs. Therefore, BITU
is able to provide a uniquely wide mission envelope that differs
from typical commercial platforms with similar weight and size.

Max hover
Endurance
25.0 min

Fig. 11. CAD model (top view) of the baseline design of BITU derived from the optimization studies.

5.2. Derived baseline design of BITU
The four design candidates resulting from the optimizations
performed under the four different scenarios are used as references to derive the baseline design of BITU. The design optimization studies have been performed only for a limited number of
well deﬁned scenarios, and mainly with aerodynamic performance
considerations. Structural considerations and performance understanding over a wider variety of scenarios also play an important
role at this conceptual design stage for developing a new UAV con-

cept. In the post process, simpliﬁed models for the BWB surfaces
of the four optimum UAVs were built in Abaqus with low-ﬁdelity
ﬁnite-element analysis performed. Also, the constraints violation
records during the optimization trials were re-visited to evaluate
the reliability of all the optimum UAV designs. Aiming at improving robustness of the BITU concept, a baseline design of BITU is
established with these additional considerations, to be subjected
for ﬂight state analysis. Table 6 lists the design parameters and
major performance metrics of this baseline. Fig. 11 shows the ge-
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Fig. 12. Simulation of an open-loop controlled transition from hovering to cruising forward-ﬂight: (a) Thrust variation; (b) Variation in vertical/horizontal velocity; (c) Flight
trajectory; and (d) Arm angle tilting.

ometry of the baseline design. Despite the similarities in size and
shape, the baseline design has some distinct differences from the
reference designs.
Most of the differences in geometry are made to enhance the
structural rigidity. For example, the taper ratio of the BWB is increased from 0.3 to 0.5. A variable airfoil strategy is adopted,
where the airfoil of the wings are gradually varied from MH 60
to MH 46 from the root to the tip. The length of the shafts in
the rotary propeller system are shortened to the minimum, and
the arms are extended. The shortened shaft and extended arms
can help in improving stability in the hovering state. These design
changes, as expected, does impact the estimated performance of
the BITU concept. The maximum ﬂight range of the baseline UAV
is shorter than all the reference designs, while the minimum cruising speed (in forward ﬂight state) is substantially lower than the
typical cruising speed. Although the baseline UAV is not as eﬃcient as the reference designs, it is expected to provide a wider
ﬂight envelope.
5.3. Open-loop control simulation of “hover to forward-ﬂight”
transition
A simulation of a simpliﬁed open-loop controlled transition
from the hovering state to the cruising forward-ﬂight state is presented here (refer Fig. 2 for illustrations of these two states of
BITU). We use the optimization derived baseline design to build
the dynamics model, and implement a differential thrust control
to regulate the angle of the tilting arms, to perform the transition.
Simplifying assumptions are made (e.g. the aircraft is considered to
be a lumped mass for computing the translational dynamics; attitude dynamics is not simulated), since the goal here is to mainly
demonstrate the basic feasibility of the primary transition concept
in BITU.
The open loop controller can be expressed in terms of the regulated thrust vs. time, as given by:

Front Propellers :
8

8

T f (t ) = a f 0 +
Rear Propellers :

a f i cos (ω f i t ) +
i =1
8

T r (t ) = ar0 +

b f i sin (ω f i t )
i =1

8

ari sin (ωri t ) +
i =1

(22)

bri sin (ωri t )
i =1

where the coeﬃcients were determined empirically. In the simulation, this empirical open loop controller regulates the thrust forces
on the front and rear propellers to change the arm angle from
0◦ to 90◦ – in a manner such that the aircraft reaches its cruising speed with only a small acceptable change in altitude (which
resulted to be +17 m, as shown in Fig. 12(c)) and a negligible vertical velocity at the end of the transition (shown in Fig. 12(b)).
The simulated transition took 10 seconds, and the variations in
thrust and vertical/horizontal velocities, and the aircraft trajectory,
are observed to be smooth and accomplish desired end states, as
shown in Fig. 12. These observations (with a simple open loop controller) indicates the strong potential of BITU to serve as a ﬂexible
hybrid platform, capable of online transitions, and provisioning important advantage over existing hybrid concepts.
6. Conclusion
A novel hybrid UAV concept that can transition between VTOL,
hover, and ﬁxed-wing like forward ﬂight states (and assume intermediate states) is presented in this paper. This new concept,
named the BWB-integrated Tilt-arm UAV or BITU, presents a delta
wing shaped blended-wing-body (BWB) that is connected with
two shafted arm systems, one at each wing tip. These arm systems contain a pair of rotors that enable transition between
VTOL/hover/forward-ﬂight simply via differential thrust. This conceived mechanism seeks to alleviate critical drawbacks of existing hybrid UAVs (e.g., tilt rotor, tilt body, and tilt wing designs)
– by virtue of not needing additional controllers, redundant rotors, or whole body rotations and being less vulnerable to gusts.
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A conceptual design framework was developed and implemented
to investigate the capabilities of the BITU concept and establish
a baseline design for further analysis. The computational design
framework comprised mass and static balance analysis, potential
ﬂow/VLM-based aerodynamic analysis, and a simpliﬁed power consumption model to estimate the (cruising) forward ﬂight range and
hovering endurance. In addition, to explore the envisioned ﬂexible mission envelop of BITU, which would allow operation under
varied environmental conditions, a wind distribution model is also
incorporated, leading to the formulation of robustness constraints
with regards to ﬂight speed.
Four different aerodynamic optimization scenarios are established, three corresponding to cargo delivery missions under calm,
windy and storm conditions (where cruising range maximization
is the objective) and another corresponding to an on-point monitoring mission (where hovering endurance, subject to a 40 km
round-trip, is the objective). A mixed-discrete PSO algorithm is
used to solve the resulting robust MINLP problems, which involved ten geometric design variables, three component choice
variables, and one operational variable. The optimization results
indicated the signiﬁcant ﬂexibility of BITU, as far as aerodynamic
performance is concerned under varied wind conditions. While illustrating interesting design trade-offs (in terms of geometry and
component choices), all optimum designs were able to provide a
greater than 130 km cruising range in calm weather, and a 40-50
km range under extreme (stormy) conditions. Pure hovering endurance of the calm scenario optimum design was found to be
about 25 minutes. Combining the four optimum UAV designs with
the consideration of enhancing structural and aerodynamic reliability, a conservative (and balanced) baseline design of BITU was
derived, which involved a less aggressive taper ratio, gradually
varying airfoil shape, and a slightly different tilting-arm geometry. Future work will use this baseline design as the starting point
for further high-ﬁdelity structural analysis and dynamics and control studies. The latter is particularly important since the primary
design challenge (and often the Achilles heel) in hybrid UAVs is
the complexity of the control mechanism that is required to allow
stable transitions between the various states. While the feasibility
of the “hover to forward-ﬂight” transition has been preliminarily
demonstrated in this paper, signiﬁcant work remains to be done in
developing closed loop controllers and thereof performing stability
analysis. Thus the robust conceptual design effort presented in this
paper (and the computational framework developed therein) lays
the foundation for higher ﬁdelity analysis and development/testing
of a physical prototype, to provide a comprehensive understanding of the feasibility and competitive advantage (over other hybrid
UAV concepts) of BITU.
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Table 8
Battery database.
No.

Product

Capacity (Wh)

Weight (kg)

1
2
3
4
5
6

LiPo 6000XL 4S 14.8v
LiPo 8000 4S 14.8v Dual Core
LiPo 9000XL 4S 14.8v
LiPo 11000 6S 22.2v
GS LiFe 12400mah
Tattu 16000mAh 15C 6S1P Lipo

88.80
118.4
133.2
244.2
245.5
355.2

0.570
0.764
0.862
1.270
1.800
1.932

Table 9
Motor database.
No.

Product

Weight
(kg)

Maximum continuous
power (W)

1
2
3
4

Turnigy Aerodrive SK3 - 4250-500kv
Turnigy D3548/4 1100KV
Scorpion SII-3014-1040
Dualsky XM5010MR Quadrocopter

0.269
0.159
0.129
0.114

1350
910
600
418

Table 10
Propeller database.
No.

Radius (m)

Radius (in)

Pitch (Relative)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.1524
0.1778
0.2032
0.2032
0.2032
0.2286
0.2286

6
7
8
8
8
9
9

Low
Mid
Low
Mid
High
Mid
High

Table 11
Properties of components.
Part

Material

Density

BWB skin
Shafts
Arms

1 mm thickness glass ﬁber
1/2 by 1/16 inch 6061 T6 aluminium
3/8 by 0.035 inch 6061 T6 aluminium

2.200 kg /m3
2.716 kg /m3
2.716 kg /m3

Table 12
Parameters for MDPSO application.
Parameter type

Parameter name

Value

Primary Parameters

Inertial Coeﬃcient (α )
Individual Coeﬃcient (β L )
Social Coeﬃcient (βG )
Diversity Coeﬃcient (γC 0 )

0.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Additional Parameters

Population Size
Maximum Allowed Iterations
Maximum Stalled Iterations
Design Variable Tolerance
Objective Function Tolerance
Constraint Tolerance
Population Generator

100
150
10
10−5
10−5
10−6
Sobols
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Appendix A

Table 7
Airfoil database.
No.

Name

Note

1
2
3

Eppler 325
Eppler 331
MH 60

12.6% thickness, low torque
11.2% thickness, low torque
10.1% thickness, low torque

Table 13
Optimization trials computation records.
Scenario

Time
consumption

Iteration
count

Function eval.
count

Calm
Windy
Storm
Hovering Mission

5.13
3.30
2.23
4.40

65
34
26
40

6600
3500
2700
4100

h
h
h
h

The power consumption proﬁle during ﬂight
For preliminary insights into the expected energy performance
of BITU, mission simulations are performed under calm conditions using a candidate UAV (the optimum design for monitoring,
obtained later in Section 5 is chosen for this purpose). Fig. 13
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Fig. 13. Synthetic energy consumption proﬁles of a simulated ﬂight.

shows the power consumption and battery usage proﬁles for
the two missions. Expectedly, VTOL and hovering require significantly greater power consumption compared to ﬁxed-wing like
forward ﬂight. Since the state transitions (e.g., VTOL→cruising or
cruising→hover) are relatively quick (conceived to take less than
10 seconds) compared to overall ﬂight time, the power consumption during the transitions appear as step jumps/drops in the ﬁgures.
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